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00:00:00 {TIBETAN} 00:00:09

First of all, begin by adjusting your motivation and thinking that you're here on this occasion to receive the most 
profound Mahayana teachings with the ultimate aim of reaching the state of enlightenment in order to benefit all 
other sentient beings. With this thought in your mind please adjust your motivation for listening according to the 
instructions of all the great lamas of this tradition.
00:00:31 {TIBETAN} 00:01:22

Last week we finished off with verse 25:

Just as the consciousnesses of seeing and listening,
Are not to be refuted here,
That which becomes the cause of suffering,
The formulation of true existence, is to be refuted. [25]

His Holiness the Dalai Lama also quotes this verse in order to illustrate the purpose or the need that we have to 
rely upon emptiness. The purpose for needing to listen, to reflect, and meditate on emptiness.
00:01:59 {TIBETAN} 00:02:15

The reason/purpose why we listen to, reflect and meditate on emptiness is to destroy the cause of suffering. The 
cause of suffering is afflictions, but within these afflictions the very root is grasping at the self. So, 
meditation/familiarisation with emptiness actually destroys that very root of suffering.
00:02:41 {TIBETAN} 00:03:53

If we look at the commentary of Gyaltsap Rinpoche, after that verse, the third paragraph:

"Then, because the formulation of these phenomena as truly existent is the cause of suffering, that 
becoming the cause of suffering is that which is to be refuted, as it is the root of cyclic existence."

He's saying that "these phenomena," referring to the person and phenomena, holding/formulating those things to 
be truly existent is the actual cause of suffering, and therefore they are the root of cyclic existence. This is the 
main thing that we want to refute/oppose/stop. "Because they are the cause of suffering," "because they are the 
root of cyclic existence." As you see it fits perfectly under the subheading that says "Refuting That Other-
Knowers Would Be Impossible If There Were No Self-Knower." We have the actual in that, "Refuting That the 
Illusory Workings of the Mind Are Inexpressible as Mind Itself or Other from It."
00:05:11 {TIBETAN} 00:05:59

This also aligns with the verse we often quote from The Root of Wisdom. It comes from the 18th chapter where it 
talks about liberation. It talks about severing that which comes from karma and affliction, because basically, 
there, he identifies the causes of samsara. It is karma, and this karma actually comes from afflictions. So once 
you are free from those things you will obtain liberation. This is how liberation is defined. Separation from these 
causes.
00:06:43 {TIBETAN} 00:07:28

After the first line in that verse it actually explains the whole process of how we end up in this situation. It says 
from karma, afflictions. From afflictions, conception/misconceptions. Here "misconceptions" are inappropriate 
conceptions, and that refers to the elaboration. "Elaboration," here, is the elaboration of true grasping. So it gives 
you the sequence of events. Karma comes from afflictions, which comes from inappropriate attention, which 
comes from the elaboration of true grasping. And then, it says, emptiness will stop all these.
00:08:17 {TIBETAN} 00:09:16

In this verse the first part talks about consciousness of seeing and listening, and it says these things are not to be 
refuted here. So conventional sense awareness such as seeing and listening and experiencing different objects and
so forth, it's not the object that we want to refute. Why? Because these things are not the root of cyclic existence, 
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so, conventionally, we're not refuting all those things. Furthermore, arhats also possess those things, and to refute 
them and say that they don't exist conventionally would go against both scripture and logic. Actually, if you come
to that point of saying this sense awareness does not exist you have reached the extreme of nihilism.
00:10:08 {TIBETAN} 00:10:48

Conventionally, we do not refute those things. Then the question is, what happens with the wisdom investigating 
the ultimate? The wisdom investigating the ultimate actually does not find this type of sense awareness, but 
merely by not finding them, it doesn't mean that it harms them. "It harms them," here, means that it reaches the 
conclusion that they definitely do not exist. There's a difference between not finding and saying that they 
certainly don't exist. The wisdom analysing the ultimate simply does not find them.
00:11:32 {TIBETAN} 00:12:56

You can see this point is very important because it's important for us to maintain that the presentation/area of each
of these two types of awareness (the awareness that is investigating the ultimate and the awareness that is 
investigating the conventional) are different and it's very important to posit them as different, and understand the 
difference between them. Basically, when we say they are different, it is that their area of investigation is 
different. The wisdom analysing the ultimate is not investigating/entering the area of investigation of the wisdom 
analysing the conventional. Of course, both of these types of wisdoms are analysing, it is very important that they
analyse, because you cannot come to know anything unless you analyse it. There are many conventional 
phenomena, there are many bases, they have specific characteristics, there are many things to be understood, 
there are many things to be analysed, but they have to be examined and analysed by the right type of 
investigating awareness. You cannot say that the wisdom analysing the ultimate will enter this area.
00:14:27 {TIBETAN} 00:15:11

If we want to make the distinction between the two, and if we have already said that the wisdom analysing the 
ultimate does not interfere or go into the area of investigation of the conventional, then the second important 
thing is to understand how. They're both analysing, so how are they different in analysing? What is the difference 
in their analysis? If we look at the first one, the wisdom analysing the ultimate, phenomena are actually merely 
imputed by the mind, and this type for awareness is analysing/probing/examining to see how the object 
established. Is it established from its own side? Or how is it established?
00:16:10 {TIBETAN} 00:16:43

You see that the wisdom analysing the ultimate is asking one question, how does it exist? It's the “how” that it is 
interested in. And because it's doing this type of analysis it will not enter the area of the conventional, because it 
is analysing how does it exist, does it exist from its own side? Because nothing exists from its own side it doesn't 
find anything. So it cannot find any conventional phenomenon, and this is why we say it does not investigate the 
conventional, because actually it does not find anything conventional.
00:17:30 {TIBETAN} 00:17:46

The fact that it analyses but it does not find any conventional phenomena, we actually use it to explain why the 
wisdom analysing the ultimate does not enter the area of the conventional.
00:18:08 {TIBETAN} 00:19:22

To look at it through an easier example, you can look at sound as an object that is investigated. Someone is 
searching for it, and if you have the eye awareness looking for the sound it will look and look and it will not find 
any sound. Why is it not finding the sound? Because the sound is not it's object. It's not its object of investigation.
So, it cannot find it, it's not its area of investigation. If something is its own object, if it looks for it, it will find it, 
it's very simple. It's like when you lose something, you look for it, you will find it, on your table, wherever you 
put it. You look for it, you will find it. If you have the eyes trying to find/locate where the sound is coming from, 
they cannot find the sound because it's not its own object of investigation.
00:20:25 {TIBETAN} 00:21:59

If we look at a certain conventional phenomenon, there, definitely we can investigate those things and we can 
find certainty with regards to those through this investigation. When you say, here, that you "find certainty," it 
means that you realise/comprehend what is the case. So, you examine a particular seed, and you say this seed has 
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germinated, has given rise to a little sprout, or not. You can investigate this, and you can come to understand it. 
Or if you say, is there coming or going? you can investigate this. Or if you say, is it inside or outside? You can 
understand if a person is inside the house or outside the house. Or, is this phenomenon - something like the vase, 
the pillar, or whatever you're looking at – permanent? Or is that thing impermanent? You can definitely 
investigate those things, and you can reach certainty, meaning that you realise/understand. You ask a question and
get the answer, basically. And there is reason for doing that. It's actually very important, we have to investigate. If
you don't investigate you will never come to know, you will remain stupid, you won't understand this situation. 
So definitely, for certain conventional phenomena, we can say that yes, there is analysis, they can become the 
object of investigation, you can find certainty with relation to those things, which means they are the object of 
investigation.
00:23:41 {TIBETAN} 00:24:17

You can see here, in terms of investigation, investigation comes in different degrees of subtlety, because the 
wisdom analysing the ultimate is a subtle investigation whereas the wisdom analysing the conventional is 
working on a coarser level. Obviously, it's investigating important things. Is the sprout generated? Is that thing 
permanent? Is it impermanent? Is it compound? Is it not compound? Is it created? Did this cause bring about that 
result? Does that thing function? Or maybe does not function? There are important questions, but the 
investigation is at a different level. It's not as subtle as the one that you have when you analyse the ultimate.
00:25:08 {TIBETAN} 00:25:53

We come to a situation where when you are investigating conventional phenomena, phenomena that are ordinary 
conventional phenomena, you can find them, you can realise them, and since you find them and you realise them,
in a sense you validate them, or you agree that they exist. You say they are there, and at the same time you'll have
the wisdom analysing the ultimate that does not find these phenomena, and therefore does not validate/agree that 
they exist or they are out there. These two things are not contradictory, although one finds and the other one 
doesn't find the same thing. This is not contradictory. This is explained in great detail in The Eloquent 
Explanation.
00:26:46 {TIBETAN} 00:27:09

Those of you who did the Special Insight section, you will remember there was a very big conversation around 
the difference of not finding and not harming.
00:27:24 {TIBETAN} 00:28:22

We continue with the next verse, verse 26. It comes under the outline "Refuting That the Illusory Workings of the 
Mind Are Inexpressible as Mind Itself or Other from It." 

If, ‘There is no illusion apart from mind
And I do not think they are not separate’. [26]

00:28:50 {TIBETAN} 00:30:38

Basically, here, we are looking at the system of the Mind-only school. The Mind-only school does not posit 
external phenomena. They say that you cannot find external phenomena that exist other than the mind, apart from
the mind, because they are not separate from the mind. There's no such thing as external phenomena, but we have
this self-knowing awareness that is self-illuminating, it is free from duality, it only takes awareness as its object, 
it doesn't take any object other than awareness as its object, and it knows itself. That's their main position.
00:31:42 {TIBETAN} 00:32:17

Geshe la just turned two pages instead of one page, so let's edit that paragraph, and we start again for the verse.
00:32:32 {TIBETAN} 00:33:16

For the first line, “there is no illusion apart from mind.” It's a position of the Mind-only school, they're talking 
about external phenomena, they don't believe that external phenomena exist, as being something other/different, a
different substance, something which is apart from the mind. They're like illusions, but it says they do not exist 
the way they appear. They appear to exist as external phenomena, but in reality, they are empty of existing as 
something which is other than, something different from, the mind.
00:33:54 {TIBETAN} 00:36:24
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The second line, "and I do not think they are not separate" goes back to, previously we had a verse that was 
asking this question, "what is seen by what?" And that was indicating a fallacy. This is coming from, we say that 
if phenomena such as form and so forth are one/same with awareness, then the question was asked who is going 
to be the seer and what is going to be the object that is seen? You would lose the distinction. So the question 
“What is going to be seen by what?” was brought up in that context. Since they take them to be exactly the same 
thing, in order to avoid that mistake, they actually express their position in a slightly different way, which is 
slightly more refined. Just to avoid having that fault attributed to them, they say that form and so forth are not 
established as a substance other than the mind, however they exist externally because they are not the mind itself.
00:37:56 {TIBETAN} 00:37:57

They are not the mind, they're out there, they exist externally because they are not the mind itself, but they are not
established as substance other than the mind.
00:38:15 {TIBETAN} 00:39:32

If you look at the outline, it says "Refuting That the Illusory Workings of the Mind Are Inexpressible as Mind 
Itself or Other from It." He's talking about illusions such as forms. All these phenomena that appear or exist like 
illusions are the illusions. He says, it's actually inexpressible, meaning you could not say that they are the mind 
itself, or that they are other from it, meaning a different substance from mind. It comes down to that point. They 
are established, they are not established externally, because they are not other substance from the mind, so not 
established externally, but existing externally.
00:40:31 {TIBETAN} 00:41:26

Actually whoever is saying this, "I do not think they are not separate" cannot be Mind-only because the Mind-
only has their own position, and if you look at this outline it says it's "inexpressible as being mind itself or being 
other" than the mind. Actually, for the Mind-only it is not inexpressible. It is very clearly expressible that it is, 
there is no phenomena that is established out there, externally, being a substance, it's nature other than the mind. 
So definitely they have the position that it is one substance, one nature with the mind. They're not saying it's 
inexpressible, whether it is the same or different. So, whoever is saying this is not the actual Mind-only follower. 
It is someone who is saying if they were to say this, then the fault is like having a conversation that if the Mind-
only would say this, then this fault would follow, who would see what? What would be seen by whom? Because 
if you cannot take a position whether the object exists as other than the mind, or the same as the mind, you don't 
have an object at all, it cannot be. It's going to be one or the other, so it's impossible that you have a situation 
where you have an object and you say it's inexpressible, it's neither this nor the other. If it exists, it must be either 
one or the other.
00:43:13 {TIBETAN} 00:43:43

Then the following four lines actually looking at positions of the Mind-only, and the faults that come from them:

If it is a functionality, then how is it non-other?
If asserted to be non-other, then there is no [true] entity. [26]

Just as illusions, though untrue, are
The perceived object, perceivers are too. [27ab]

00:44:14 {TIBETAN} 00:45:55

"If it is a functionality then how is it non-other?" Here we're talking about this position of the Mind-only that says
phenomena appear to be established externally. They appear to be truly established externally, but in reality, they 
are not truly established externally, and therefore, they say, there is discrepancy or there is a big gap between the 
way that they appear and the way that they really exist. They just appear to exist externally, but in reality, they 
don't exist externally. 

And we say, because they're using the word "truly" in the sentence, if they are truly existent, the way they appear 
then they would have to be truly existent external phenomena, and if truly they were external phenomena it 
would mean that they would be separate from the mind, a long way from the mind, they would be different 
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substance from the mind. So how could you say that they are the same substance of the mind? They would have 
to be different from the mind. How is it that it is not other? It has to be other, it has to be different.
00:47:23 {TIBETAN} 00:50:00

For the point that we have just explained. You can look at the commentary. If you go, after the verse 27ab, we 
have a paragraph for the Mind-only and then after that we have the Madhyamaka response: 

"If forms and the like exist truly, they need to be true in the way they appear. In that case, as they appear 
as outer objects, they need to exist as outer objects. If they are outer functionalities, then how are they not
of different substance from mind itself? It follows they are."

We say, if they are really established this way, they have to be different. 

Then, for the next line, which is another position, "If asserted to be non-other, then there is no functionality." If 
you say they are non-other, meaning they are not different, it means they are the same. So for these phenomena, if
they are asserted to be the same substance with the mind, then what would follow? Continue in the next 
paragraph, the Mind-only says:

"They are not of different substance."

They are "asserted to be non-other." They say, they are not different. What do we respond to that? 

"It follows there is no true phenomenon because appearances are accepted to be false, and they do not 
exist in a different way."

00:51:41 {TIBETAN} 00:52:19

That thing that says "appearances are accepted to be false," there is this falsity because there is discrepancy 
between the way they appear and the way they exist. They appear to be external phenomena, but in reality, they 
are not truly established as external phenomena because they have to be one substance with the mind, and this is 
something that the Mind-only school also accept.
00:52:46 {TIBETAN} 00:54:11

Then we continue with 27a. "Just as illusions, though untrue, are the perceived object/" Then we will continue 
because this is actual position of the Mind-only school, and then we serve it back to them as the same logic, as a 
response to refute their position. What are they saying? They say external phenomena, all the forms that you see 
and so forth, they're like illusions, and they are untrue. "Untrue" means they are not true, they're false/deceptive. 
In which way are they deceptive? They are deceptive because they appear to exist out there as external 
phenomena, but in reality, they do not exist in this way. So, although they are untrue/deceptive/illusion-like 
nevertheless you can posit them as being the object that is perceived, let's say, by eye awareness. No problem 
with that. This is their position, and now we're going to take this part of their position, and this will form our 
argument or logic against them. We say "just as illusions, though untrue, are the perceived object, the perceivers 
are the same too." That's the punch point. Half of the answer [in italics] is their position, so just as you say this 
for the perceived object, we say the same thing for the perceiver.
00:55:46 {TIBETAN} 00:56:46

We say to them, you say that all these illusions are untrue, they appear in one way, but they exist in a different 
way, but nevertheless there's nothing wrong with positing them as being the objects that are perceived. We agree. 
So far, yes, we agree. If you say this for the object perceived, we say to you that exactly the same thing applies to 
the perceiver. Who is the perceiver? The perceiver is the mind/awareness. What we're saying to them is that the 
same is true for the mind/awareness as well: it might appear to be truly established, but in reality, it's like an 
illusion, it does not exist the way that it appears. Why is this important? Because they say that the self-knower is 
truly established, so we're saying to them just as the perceived object appears in one way but does not exist in this
way, the perceiver/mind as well appears to you in this way, but it does not exist this way.
00:57:53 {TIBETAN} 00:58:47

Just to clarify or simplify this. If forms and other such phenomena are truly established, if you say they are truly 
established it means they exist exactly the way they appear. This way there's no fallacy anywhere, there's no 
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illusion. So, if those forms, etc. are truly established, they must exist the way they appear. They appear to be 
phenomena that are out there, a long distance away from your mind, they are out there, they're not in your mind, 
of your mind. If they are truly established, then how is it non-other (= same)? It has to be other if it's truly 
established.
00:59:42 {TIBETAN} 00:59:59

When it says "how is it non-other," when you ask the question like this, in reality you're saying "it is not other," 
“how could you say it is not other?” In other words, it is the same. How can you say that it is not? 
01:00:19 {TIBETAN} 01:00:54

If those things are not truly established the way they appear then we have a problem, because there is a big 
discrepancy between the way they appear and the way they exist. So if we're going to say that they are not truly 
established, and there is this big discrepancy, then these phenomena are false/deceptive, and therefore they cannot
be true entities or true phenomena.
01:01:28 {TIBETAN} 01:02:40

Then we go into the other two lines which are the first two lines of verse 27. 

Translator: But I just had an insight, that in the last line of verse 26, the translation is complicating things. We 
should correct it. "If asserted to be non-other then there is no entity." And what you put in parentheses before the 
no entity, you say "there is no (true) entity," because we just explained that if there is discrepancy between the 
way they appear in the way they exist, they become false/deceptive. They are entities, not functionalities, entities 
that are deceptive, not true. So amend the translation, where it says "functionalities" put the word "entities" and 
then it all it makes much more sense.

27ab, "just as illusions, though untrue." Again, the same thing, they're like illusions, they are untrue/deceptive 
because they appear to exist in one way but in reality, they exist in a different way. Although there is this 
deception/illusion, and so forth, still these objects are suitable to be posited as the objects that are perceived by 
awareness. If that is true for the perceived object, you can follow the same rule for the subject/awareness as well. 
Awareness, as well, is illusory, in the same way that the object is illusory. But you can posit it as the awareness 
that is holding the object.
01:04:33 {TIBETAN} 01:05:35

These two lines of verse 27 actually pinpoint one of the weak points of the presentation of the Mind-only school. 
The Mind-only school says that the object exists in a different way than the subject. They say that the perceived 
object is something which is illusory. It appears to exist in a particular way, but in reality, it does not exist the 
way it appears. However, when it comes to the subject, the perceiving awareness, they say, is truly existent. It 
exists exactly the way it appears. And what we say to them is that actually it cannot be that when you have object 
and subject one of them truly exists the way it appears, and the other one does not truly exist the way that it 
appears. Either they are both going to be truly existent, or they're both going to be non truly existent. In terms of 
the way they exist, you cannot have a 50/50 position. Some are, and some are not.
01:06:49 {TIBETAN} 01:07:12

Our position is: how can you say this? Actually, you must have a uniform position, both for the object and the 
subject. For the object you are saying it does not exist the way it appears, but when it comes to our awareness 
you're telling me it exists exactly the way it appears. And we say "no, why do you make this distinction?" The 
same rules of existence must apply to both of them.
01:07:43 {TIBETAN} 01:09:06

Master Chandrakirti, in Entering the Middle Way, explains this point, and it says if that external form does not 
exist, then that internal mind also does not exist. If that internal mind exists then that external object must also 
exist. 

He's stressing the equality between these two. He says, since one exists, the other also has to exist. And then he is
referencing The Perfection of Wisdom, and he's saying because this is stated/explained in The Perfection of 
Wisdom, either they both don't exist truly, or they both are going to exist truly in the way they appear.
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01:10:16 {TIBETAN} 01:11:53

This statement that it says about The Perfection of Wisdom, he says in The Perfection of Wisdom the Buddha 
abandoned all phenomena as inherently existing, because the point of the Mind-only school is that, basically, they
say when it comes to the objects, the objects are lacking inherent existence, but the subject which is the mind is 
inherently/truly existent. So Chandrakirti says the Buddha has abandoned, meaning has denied/refuted inherent 
existence for all phenomena, not just the objects or just the subjects, but all phenomena.
01:12:22 {TIBETAN} 01:13:25

And then it continues, Master Chandrakirti, by saying, again referring to the Buddha, that the Buddha has said 
that in terms of their characteristics they are similar. What is he referring to here? He is referring to the 
meditation that we do on close mindfulness. The meditation on close mindfulness is done on the basis of the 
body, the feelings, the mind, and phenomena. When we perform this meditation, we're looking at specific 
characteristics and general characteristics, so each one of those four possesses its own characteristics. But they all
possess common/general characteristics, and the general characteristics they all have is that they are 
impermanent, they are empty, they are in the nature of suffering, and they are selfless. He says, in terms of their 
characteristics they are equal, they all have the same general characteristics.
01:14:29 {TIBETAN} 01:15:03

The answer that Master Chandrakirti gives, presents two arguments. In his answer he says, first of all, in The 
Perfection of Wisdom the Buddha has refuted inherent existence for all phenomena, inner and outer. And 
secondly, in Abhidharma, in the context of discussing close mindfulness, He has said that they are similar or 
equal in terms of their general characteristics.
01:15:42 {TIBETAN} 01:16:47

And then Master Chandrakirti summarises, and says, in brief, just as those perceived objects do not exist. The 
perceived objects are the external object. So just as those perceived objects do not exist, similarly the mind that 
perceives them is also lacking inherent existence. So when he reaches this point he has refuted many of the 
arguments and positions of the Mind-only school.
01:17:22 {TIBETAN} 01:19:03

Then there's a final argument that is given for the Mind-only school. But before we give the argument it's good to 
understand what they say. Basically the Mind-only school is saying that external objects do not truly exist, 
whereas the mind that perceives them truly exists. Then when, let's say, the Middle Way school says "give me an 
example to illustrate what do you mean," they say "for example, when you are asleep and you are dreaming, the 
objects that appear in your dream do not exist but the mind that is dreaming these objects exists." So, let's say, 
you are dreaming about an elephant, the elephant does not exist, it's just a dream...

Geshe la: One thousand elephants! [laughter] In a small house! [laughter]

To drive in the point, a thousand elephants in a small house that you dream of, don't exist, but the mind that 
dreams that thing exists. Our response to them is: just as the object of your dream does not inherently exist, so the
mind that is dreaming them does not inherently exist. It's not enough to say “the object does not exist, but the 
mind exists.” We say to them "you have to be specific." Just as one of them does not inherently exist the other 
also does not inherently exist, so there's no difference in that level. And then we continue, because there is the 
other example of people who have cataracts. Their vision is affected, it's almost as if they see hairs falling in front
of their eyes. So just as the falling hair does not inherently exist, so too the eyes that see them do not inherently 
exit.
01:21:20 {TIBETAN} 01:21:34

There are a few verses that give up this conversation or debate between the Mind-only and the Middle-way. A 
very nice conversation, very nice debate.
01:21:49 {TIBETAN} 01:22:43
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Actually, you can find that section in the English translation of Entering the Middle Way1. You can read it, it's not 
difficult, it's an interesting conversation/dialogue between Mind-only and the Middle Way school. Just keep in 
mind you might have to mentally insert the term “inherently” when it refers to existence. We are always talking 
about "lack of inherent existence." This is the point that we are driving. 

Mind-only school has this position that awareness is truly/inherently existent, and we are driving the point, and 
we say where is that mind? Give me an example of a mind that is inherently existing, and they say it's the 
dreaming mind. And we say "what dreaming mind? My dreaming mind is not inherently existing. Why are you 
positing the dreaming mind as inherently existing? Your example is not good enough. It doesn't prove anything. 

We stop here for tonight.

1 VI.48–68
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